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EVENING GRAIN COMMENTARY 

Corn: 

Corn ended the day lower. An improved short-term weather forecast for Argentina and S. Brazil combined with 
ongoing lack of Pac Rim demand for US corn sent values lower on the day. While there is a decent chance of 
showers over the next 5-7 days in Argentina and S. Brazil combined with that lack of Pac Rim demand this has 
put pressure on the CN23/CZ23 spread. The spread we feel has come into areas that might make sense to be a 
short-term bull spreader (see Eric’s chart below). Longer term we are not convinced the pattern change in S. 
America will be long lasting. We feel that La Nina is still the dominate factor and until it goes away into the good 
night, weather concerns will be elevated.  

Why Corn is a buy:  

➢ USDA announced a sale of 338,600 MT of corn to Mexico     

➢ The dollar is shifting its chart momentum to lower    

Why Corn is a Sell: 

➢ Chances of showers in Argentina and S. Brazil for the next 5-7 days, a pattern change or an 
interlude in an overall dry pattern?   

➢ China showing no interest in US corn 

According to Reuters, the average trade guess for corn yield is 171.9 BPA, production 13.887 BBU and a 
carryout of 1.207 BBU. On Monday CZ22 closed at 675 ¾. One gets the feeling that to sustain a move in CZ 
over 7-dollars the carryout number needs to be under 1.0 BBU. Given the fear of the market is that the USDA in 
this report and again in Dec might have to lower US exports it feels like corn needs something to take it higher, 
and that something might not be found on the report Wednesday. We look for corn values to be two sided 
overnight.  

BEANS:   

Much like in corn, beans values leaked away in the second half of the session to close lower on the day. That 
said nearby bull spreads were working. Rumors in the mid-session that China might have bot some beans for 
Dec shipment out of the Gulf were making the rounds. One way or another the lower Mississippi River drafts 
have shown some improvement and hence maybe exporters willing to make a better nearby market. While it will 
be nice to see some additional announced sales in the AM, the trade going home tonight wants to fast forward to 
the S&D numbers.  

Why Beans are a buy:                    

➢ USDA announces a sale of 132,000 MT of beans to unknown and 138,700 MT of beans to China  

➢ USDA announces an overnight sale of 144,000 MT of beans to Mexico  

Why Beans are a sale:       
           

➢ Chances of showers in Argentina and S. Brazil for the next 5-7 days, a pattern change or an 
interlude in an overall dry pattern?          

➢ Sure, the dollar chart momentum may turn lower, but look where the dollar is        
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According to Reuters, the average trade guess for bean yield is 49.8 BPA, production 4.315 BBU and a carryout 
of 212 MBU. On Monday SF23 closed at 1450 ¼. One gets the feeling that to sustain a move in SF over 15-
dollars the carryout number needs to be under 200 MBU. Given the fear of the market is that the USDA in this 
report and again in Dec might have to lower US exports it feels like beans needs something to take it higher, and 
that something might not be found on the report Wednesday. We look for bean values to remain two-sided 
overnight.  

Wheat: 

It was a down and dirty board action today. The fact that Russian wheat values continue to be offered and 
discounts to EU and US values weighed on board values. Other news was limited. US HRW crop remains in 
rough shape, but we all know that 80% of HRW yield is made with spring weather. So, in a lot of ways, HRW 
wheat yields in the US are tied to the same event that needs to happen for S. American feed grain production 
and that is the decline and elimination of the La Nina event in the Pacific Ocean by January.  

Why Wheat is a Buy:   

➢ Winter is looming and US HRW crop is not well established      

➢ Baltic Dry freight Index up 19 points  

Why Wheat is a Sell:  

➢ Ukrainian deputy infrastructure minister, according to Reuters interview on Tuesday, said they hope 
the grain export agreement will be extended next week.  He further noted they would like to see the 
extended agreement adjust or remove inspection of ships leaving Ukraine ports, add in the port of 
Mykolaiv and broaden the list of goods that can be exported.  The deputy minister also estimated 
some 6.0 mln mt of agriculture goods can be exported per month under the deal. -QT 

➢ An early end to the La Nina weather pattern could lead to early Springtime Rains for US HRW         

The work week begins in earnest later tonight as the macro markets view US election results. But given that US 
mid-term elections are really 50 individual state elections a clear picture of who the winners and losers are might 
not be seen until deeper into the week. Hard upon election results we will have weekly jobless claims, expected 
at 220,000 vs. last week’s 217,000, and the much more important monthly CPI numbers on Thursday. US equity 
market reactions to the CPI numbers have made for some volatile trading. The market knows that CPI data is a 
good indicator to tell us if the FED’s war on inflation is having any success. The trade feels that MoM Oct CPI 
number will come in at .6% vs. last month’s .4%, that YoY the CPI number will be at 7.9% vs. last month’s 
8.2%...core MoM CPI number expected at .5% vs. .6% and YoY 6.5% vs. last 6.6%.  
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An investment in futures contracts is speculative, involves a high degree of risk and is suitable only for persons who can 
assume the risk of loss in excess of their margin deposits.  You should carefully consider whether futures trading is 
appropriate for you in light of your investment experience, trade objectives, financial resources, and other relevant 
circumstances. PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS 
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